CHRONICLES INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT
Putin's Gamble: Playing the Terrorist Card
by Denis Petrov

W

hen Russian President Vladimir Putin called President
Bush shortly after the September 11 terrorist attacks to
express his solidarity', pundits East and West took this as a sign
of what one American columnist called the coming "earthquake" in U.S.-Russia relations. Putin was aiming to shift his
policy focus westward, away from his previous "Eurasianist"
effort to use Moscow's relations with Beijing, New Delhi,
Tehran, and the Arab world to balance the "unipolar" nature of
a U.S.-dominated post-Cold War world order. This political
tectonic shift would potentially make Russia a full-fledged
member of the Western world and radically alter the world's political alignment from East-West to North-South. Historically
Christian/EuropeanAVestern First World states (plus Japan)
would join with the historically Orthodox Second World Russia
in an effort to fight off an aggressive Third World movement:
"international terrorism," the chosen weapon of resurgent Islam.
Such a realignment is unlikely. Last fall, however, it did
seem possible that Russia could move closer to the West in cooperative efforts, making Moscow a "partner" if not a "friend,"
and damping mutual hostility. Even though Washington has
done little so far to satisfy the Kremlin's hopes for a partnership—and has even taken a number of steps that have antagonized Moscow and animated Putin's critics—it may not be too
late to take advantage of the end of the Cold War to forge a new
strategic relationship with Russia.
Moscow should no longer be considered a strategic enemy of
the United States or the West. Still, it is important for Washington to understand what is happening within the Kremlin
and why Putin so suddenly changed his political tack. If Putin's
motives, particularly those rooted in Russian domestic politics,
were understood by American policymakers, Washington
would have a clearer idea of the opportunities for—and limitations of—future cooperation.
In the spring of 1999, the Yeltsin "clan," also known as the
"family"—the loosely knit network of Kremlin courtiers, Yeltsin
relatives, oligarchs, gangsters, and media magnates—was desperately looking for a successor to Boris Yeltsin. Yeltsin himself
was in declining health, slipping in and out of an alcoholic stupor, while family enemies were sensing blood in the water. The
task was not easy: The Kremlin entourage had to find a candidate who could not only attract the support of Russia's elites and
the country's electorate but guarantee the safet}' and well-being
of the family in years to come, as well as the stability of the postcommunist order Yeltsin and company had built.
As far back as 1996, "Oligarch Number One" Boris Berezovsky was conducting a talent search, hunting far and wide for
a potential successor to the "father of Russian democracy."
Yeltsin was engaged in an electoral fight for his political life, a

struggle that nearly killed him. (Yeltsin suffered a heart attack
during the campaign, which was kept secret at the time.)
At this pivotal moment, Aleksandr Ivanovich Lebed stepped
onto the political scene. The populist former Airborne Forces
general was a charismatic straight-talker who projected a physical presence that rivaled Yeltsin's. With Communist candidate
Gennadi Zyuganov gaining in the polls and Yeltsin adopting
"patriotic" rhetoric to attract potential voters from the nationalist-communist coalition, Berezovsky and Kremlin Chief of Staff
Anatoli Chubays spotted Lebed as the potential spoiler and began financing his campaign. Eventually, the family was able to
stuff enough ballot boxes and pour enough illicit funds into the
right hands to peel enough votes away from Zyuganov to win
Yeltsin a second term.
Lebed, named secretary of the Russian Security Council as
payment for his electoral help, did not last long in the family-led
Kremlin: Berezovsky, Chubays, and Yeltsin had eyed Lebed as
a possible presidential successor, but the veteran of the Soviet
war in Afghanistan proved too independent for the family's
tastes, and he was fired in the fall of 1996.
Wliat Yeltsin and company did gain from the Lebed episode,
however, was insight into what the Russian public, as well as
Russian elites, might want in Yeltsin's successor. Lebed's military' background and promises to impose order on chaotic postcommunist Russia went over well with Russians weary of the
family's antics, crime, and general social decay. His tough-guy
image and fondness for folksy aphorisms, as well as his laconic
manner and reputation for honesty, seemed to fit the bill. More
to the point, Russia's oligarchs and regional bosses had decided
that "Yeltsinism" needed to be reined in: The battles between
the oligarchs and their allied organized-crime bosses had grown
too risky and bloody. Berezovsky himself had been targeted by
assassins. If the family's "gray cardinal"—who narrowly escaped
death when his car, not to mention his bodyguard, was blown to
bits in the center of Moscow—was not safe, then no one was. A
certain amount of order—a regularization of the "oligarchic
system"—was needed. Some even dreamed of a Russian Pinochet, a role Chubays and Berezovsky seemed to want Lebed to
play.
The talent search continued over the next three years, with
one-time border troops commander Andrei Nikolayev and former interior minister Sergei Stepashin among the candidates.
Stepashin was eventually named premier, a step some took as a
sign that the family intended to use the premiership as a springboard to the presidency; but Stepashin, too, was dismissed.
Between the fall of 1998 and the spring of 1999, the family
took a shine to Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, a protege of St.
Petersburg Mayor Anatoli Sobchak and Kremlin property manager Pavel Borodin. Putin, a former Soviet KCB officer, was
eventually elevated over many of his peers and made chief of
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meanor and background as a member of what Russians call the
"special ser\ ices" matched the image the Kremlin wanted to
culH\ate for a potential successor. Putin also had a reputation
as an economic liberal from his days as a deput)' to Sobchak
and, more importantly, was known for his loyalty to his patrons,
a qualih' in short supply among members of Russia's elite.
With the family's enemies ralhing around the banner of
Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov and former premier Yevgeni Primakoy, Yeltsin in and out of the hospital, and parliamentary
elections set for December 1999, the family's political operatives hatched what came to be known inside the Moscow Ring
Road as "Operation Putin." The masterminds of Operation
Putin were likeK' Berezovsky and Kremlin Chief of Staff Aleksandr Voloshin. Together, they quickly garnered support from
Russian elites for the formation of a new political part}-. Units,
and began a smear campaign in Russian media, targeting
Luzhkov in particular.

T

he rest, as they say, is history: Using the invasion of Dagestan by Chechen rebels that summer and the subsequent
bombing of apartment buildings in Moscow and southern Russia to maximum effect, the Kremlin spin doctors cast Puhn,
now elevated to the premiership, as the hard-boiled "special services" strongman who would defeat the insurgents and restore
order to the chaotic Russian Fatherland. Not surprisingly,
Putin endorsed Unity in the parliamentary elections. The combination of the media war on the Luzhkov-Primakov coalition
and the burnishing of Putin's image, together with the newly
minted premier's promises to Russia's oligarchs not to carr\' out
a "review of privatization" (that is, to oversee yet another roughand-tumble "redivision of propert)'," as Primakov and Luzhkov
were insisting on), propelled Unity to victory and opened the
door to the grand finale of "Operation Putin," Yeltsin's dramatic announcement on December 31, 1999, that he would retire
early, leaving Putin as acting president. Putin won election in
March 2000, and the post-Yeltsin era, so some thought, had begun.
Yeltsin, however, was not about to go away. President Putin
made frequent visits to the former president's dacha outside
Moscow, reportedly to ask Yeltsin's advice on personnel matters. The word in Moscow was that Putin had made a deal with
Yeltsin and his daughter and chief advisor, Tatv-ana Dyehenko,
that certain ministers and members of the presidential staff
would not be replaced without the family's permission. Some
said the deal was to last one year, others said two. Wliatever the
case, it became apparent early in Putin's presidency that he was
hostage to the elite "clans" that had backed him as Yeltsin's successor. Putin, for instance, was forced to withdraw the candidacy of fellow St. Petersburger Dmitri Kozak for the post of general prosecutor, replacing him with a family-backed candidate.
The "power structures," the defense and securit)' apparatus that
backed Putin's decision to mount a full-scale military operation
in Chechnya in the fall of 1999, also appeared to buck the wishes of the nominal commander-in-chief on occasion.
Rumors that Putin was being blackmailed persisted in
Moscow: Stories that the president's alleged taste for young
men had supposedly been captured on videotape by Kremlin
intriguers circulated in elite circles. Berezovsky, now out of favor in the Kremlin and attempting to ensure his own safety,
sometimes dropped hints that he had proof of the family's involvement in the fall 1999 terrorist attacks that helped propel
Putin to the presidency. Proof of either rumor could have de-

stro\ed Putin politicalh.
Putin's abrupt re\ersal of an east-focused foreign policy
seems to have been rooted in his desire to break out of the box
die clans, particularh the famih, have kept him in since his appointment as premier more than two years ago. Putin apparentiv realized that the September 11 terrorist attacks, and Washington's response to them, justified Russia's war in Chechnya,
which, in turn, justified his own presidency. The opportunities
were too good to pass up: By cooperating with Washington's
"war on terrorism," Putin put an end to rumored plans bj- Berezovskv, some regional elites, and disgruntied militar)' and securit}' officers to mount an opposition to the Russian president or
even remove him from office. An\- attempts to blackmail Putin
b}' bringing up the September 1999 terrorist bombings would
henceforth die on the vine, as a significant portion of the country's elites, earlier concerned about Russia being labeled a pariah state, adopted more or less pro-Western views, trumpeting
them in the national media. Furthermore, the Yeltsin family
would find Putin elevated to the status of U.S. partner and, thus,
more difficult to influence, hi fact, last November, Russian
law-enforcement agencies, following Putin's lead, mounted a
series of raids on firms and ministries controlled by some of the
most prominent Yeltsin-era oligarchs and apparatchiks, gathering kompromat (compromising material) on and opening criminal cases against Berezovsky (now living abroad), Transport
Minister Aksenenko (who has since resigned), Customs Committee Chief Vanin, and State Emergencies Minister Shoygu,
even as Putin's St. Petersburg cronies gradually began displacing old guard "Yeltsinoids" in the state apparatus. Even
Voloshin, head of the Presidential Administration and the most
influential family-era operative in the Kremlin, was threatened
with criminal investigation.
Putin has played the terrorist card in a game that has both domestic and international-geopolifical facets. He is gambling
that the concessions he hopes to gain from the Bush administration at the upcoming Moscow summit (set for May) will be
enough to placate opposition in the military-industrial complex; that the U.S. campaign in Afghanistan will prove successful, eliminating a dire threat to Russian securit)'; and that his enhanced stature as a world leader will ensure his political
securit}', as well as provide opportunities for Russia's oligarchs to
profit as economic cooperation with the West deepens, particularly in the oil-and-gas sector. (Russia has cast itself as a more reliable trade partner than the Arab-dominated O P E C countries.)
If he is wrong—if the American campaign falters; if Central
Asia and the Caucasus sink further into chaos; if Islamic radicalism makes further inroads in Russia; if the Bush administration, which has so far failed to respond to Putin's moves with
concessions of its own and has embarrassed Putin by its blatant
disregard of Russian interests, continues its aggressive line; or if
the West is far less cordial toward Russia's oligarchs than it currently seems —then his stint as Russian president could conceivably be shorter than expected. Thus far, Russian elites have
not appeared to be searching for a Putin substitute, but the balance of forces in Russian politics, as Gennadi Zyuganov could
testify, can shift quickly.
How, then, should Washington respond to Putin's initiatives? So far, by abrogating the ABM treat}', continuing plans to
expand NATO, sending military advisors to Georgia, strengthening ties with the Central Asia regimes, and resuming its criticism of Moscow's Chechen campaign, the Bush administration
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has ,sho\Mi 1itt1c inclination to satisfy the Kremlin's hopes. Ne\ertheless, Rnssian cooperation in the immediate struggle with
the I'aliban and Al Qacda has continued, and Putin apparenth
hopes that his fiiendK stance will prompt Washington to reciprocate.

P

resident Bush should avoid the temptation to personalize
America's relationship with Russia. Putin is not acting out
of altruistic moti\'es, nor is the Russian leader a man about
whom President Bush should harbor an\- illusions. Vladimir
Putin was installed b\' the thugs, killers, gangsters, and corrupt
apparatchiks who make up the "oligarchy." He has shown no
inclination to change that system. Should St. Petersburgers and
inhmates of Putin displace key Yeltsin-era operah\es, it is ver\'
likely that this changing of the guard would merel)' mean that a
new bunch of thugs, killers, gangsters, and corrupt apparatchiks
had replaced the old. We cannot, therefore, expect anything
more than limited cooperation with Putin's Kremlin, regardless
of which clan wins the struggle. It is improbable, for example,
that Moscow \\ill ever be vers' cooperative in international efforts to roll up terrorist-connected financial networks, since
Russian organized crime has been involved in terrorism-related
mone\'-laundering, drug trafficking, and arms sales. Putin himself has personal hes to Russian mobsters, particularly in his native St. Petersburg.
Nevertheless, the United States can and should deal with
Russia on those matters of strategic importance enumerated
above. Thus far, however, Washington has done nothing but
humiliate Moscow, causing even friendh' observers to c[uestion
the \\ isdom of the Kremlin's crucial aid to America's "war on
terrorism" in iAfghanistan, Washington's stance, perceived as
outright arrogance b\' Moscow, has onl\- fanned the flames of

anti-Americanism in Russia and, probabh', around the world,
'lire Bush administration could do m u c h to dampen antiAmerican hostilih- b\-, for instance, halting its aggressi\e and
wliolK- unnecessar\- efforts to expand NATO eash\ard, a lowcost mo\e that would help ensure continuing Russian cooperation in Mghanistan.
That is not to sa\' thai: the Bush administration should gi\e
Putin's Kremlin ever\thing it wants. There are some things the
White House should den\- the Kremlin: An open door for Russian immigration and travel, for in.stance, has merelv acted as a
way for organized crime from the former Soviet Union to
spread its tentacles around the globe. The same Russian "businessmen" who are reportedly buying gas stations in the United
States have forged partnerships with mafia drug-runners and
white slavers based in Russia and Eastern Europe. Their influence in America represents a danger to U.S. securih and should
be treated as such.
A clearheaded and realistic American policy toward Russia
would recognize the critical importance of a mutually advantageous partnership with Russia without falling into the trap of
persorralizing relations with Moscow: Putin can be a partner on
a limited basis. He is not, and cannot be, a friend, arrd he is not
the personification of fledgling Russian democracy or economic reform. U.S. leaders should never base any policy on misguided attempts to "help our friend," as past administrations
mistakenly did with both Gorbachev and Yeltsin. In short,
Washington should view its mutual relations with Russia —and
all foreign states—through the prism of American national-securit}' interests The United States must inevitably deal with
unsa\'or\' regimes as it has so often in the past. These relations
should not be viewed as anything more than marriages of con
venienee.
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SUMMER INSTITUTE OF THE LEAGUE OF THE SOUTH INSTITUTE
FOR THE STUDY OF SOUTHERN CUUFURE AND HISTORY

"The Greatness of Southern Literature"
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Abbeville, South Carolina
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David Aiken, Thomas Fleming, Randall Ivey, James E. Kibler, Thomas Landess, Clyde Wilson,
William Wilson, and Mark R. Winchell.
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Lecture topics will include William Faulkner, Andrew Lytle, William Gilmore Simms, Confederate
War poetry, Basil Gildersleeve, Caroline Gordon, Flannery O'Connor, George Garrett, Fred
Chappell, and Walker Percy, as well as The Birth of a Nation and Gone With the Wind.
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Abbeville is the birthplace of John C. Calhoun and the place where he first practiced law. "Visit
"Secession Hill," where the act of secession began, and the Burt-Stark ttouse, where the Confederate
Cabinet met for the last time and dissolved.
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Five nights lodging and meals (except breakfast), S725. Tuition and meals, $335; tuition only, $225.
Send registration checks to the League of the South, P.O. Box I4I84, Monroe, LA 71207. Some
scholarships are available for students. For information, contact Prof Clyde Wilson at (803) 772-1145.
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This Is Conservatism?
by Tobias Lanz
'Isn't it pretty to think so?"
—Ernest Hemingway

A Time for Choosing: The Rise of
Modern American Conservatism
by Jonathan M. Schoenwald
New York: Oxford University Press;
338 pp. J35.00

T

here are two fictions that most
American conservatives have taken
to heart. First, that the Republican Parh^
stands for consenahve ideas and principles; second, that there has been a conservative renaissance in the last several
decades, a resurgence that culminated
with the Reagan presidency and continues into the present. These two false
premises form the foundation of Jonathan Schoenwald's A Time for Choosing. Schoenwald examines the rise of the
conservative movement since World
War II and argues that, by the early
1960's, it had arhculated a political agenda and created an organizational structure that would eventually make it the
dominant force in American politics.
Wliat this book, like most that chronicle
the history of American conservatism,
fails to recognize is that conservatism is
far more than a political movement: It
encompasses economic, social, cultural,
and theological questions. These aspects
of conservatism are thoroughly omitted
Tobias Lanz teaches poUtics at the
Ihiirersity of South Carohna, Columbia.

from Schoenwald's anahsis. His book
reads like a piece of Wliig hi.storv, a tract
that showcases prominent personalihes,
competing fictions, and pov\erful organizations that created a political movement
to compete against liberalism, "^et the
consersatism that Schoenwald describes
could never really replace liberalism, because it is steeped in all of the progressive
assumptions of its supposed nemesis.
Schoenwald employs a natural growth
metaphor to describe the histors of the
movement. To him, modern conservatism was born in the 1950's, struggled
to create its identitv' in the 60's, and finally reached maturity in the late 70's. He
identifies three distinct but oxerlapping
strands of thought that gave rise to the
movement: traditionalism, libertarianism, and anticommunism. 'Hiis foundation produced the two groups that led the
assault on New Deal liberalism. Schoenwald describes the first as "mainstream"
or "electoral" conser\'atism, which relied

on the electoral process and the Republican Party as its vehicles of power. The
second group comprises the "extremist"
consen'atives who used private organizations to disseminate information and
broaden the conser\ative electoral base.
The goal of die former was to capture political institutions through which conservative laws and policies could be enacted; the latter sought to iirstigate a populist
mo\ement that would change the political and social climate of the nation.
While the two groups pursued different
strategies, they were united against the
communist threat, the growth of big government, and social decay.
During the Cold War, "extremist" organizatioirs such as the John Birch Societ\- and the Conservative Societ\' of
America made significant headwav early
on. They were instrumental in shifting
the G O P to the right, ensuring the nomination of Barr\' Goldwater as the Republican presidential candidate in 1964.
Although Goldv\'ater lost miserablv, conservatives remained confideirt and energized. After all, Goldwater had managed
to attract 27 million voters. More importantly, the part}' had been purged of o\ert
liberalism. This newl\ conservative G O P
began to focus on expanding its electoral
base. But one obstacle renrained—tire "extremists." Wliile many Americans agreed
with conservative principles, they remained war}' of this element within the
Republican Partv. Party leaders knew
that the group presented an image prob-
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